\ This thesis is a study of how one might investigate and implement systemic methods, relational strategies and natural phenomena into the process of design and how one might look at the architectural artifact as a biological phenomena and architecture as a magnificent contrivance of the natural world. Technologies are increasingly ubiquitous and inescapable. The subtlety of artificial manifestations upon the landscape evade the conciousness of the individual. This condition forces upon us the existence of great tension between our idealogical framework and reality. This thesis speculates upon processes of creating physical manifestations that reveal their ontogeny as adaptations derived from the extant and ephemeral patterns of the transfigured landscape and extracorporeal adaptations derived from the paradoxical dichotomies of the site. S Goonatilake, The Evolution of Information: Lineages in Gene. Cjllure. and Artefact . London: Pinter (1991).
An irreversible transition occurred with he modern synthesis of Darwin's idea of natural selection and Mendel's discovery on genetics. This convergence of knowledg 5 realized that tho^o^/>/gc an elegant information system XA/hich carried all thpv^^^mo^tions for the gestation and development of o ganisms.
dawning of the bio-information era and^he beginning of a more profound convergence of biology with e ical revolution with the information re utilized electronic devices to assist hurr of difficult and intricate tasks, or "bionik" systems, are demon strations that genetic, cultural, and sy combined to perform hybrid functions Goonatilake explains that there are three lineages of information each with its own speed of evolution; each is more adaptable than the one that came before it Ccommand "layer" "new" "spiral" "color" '10" 'spiral' "") (command "layer" 'new' "a»is" "color" "cyan" "volumes' ") Ccommand "layer' "new" "vtines" "color" *ia' "vlines" "*) 
